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The publisher lists it as suited for ages 4 to 8, but 4 seems very young and children older than 8 will certainly appreciate the story. It makes a great introduction to the Jewish man who became Spock, and will spark a youngster’s interest in the science fiction series that began airing on television in 1966.


In recognition of its 50th anniversary, there is a new film out and a new television series will premiere in January.


The entire experience stays with him, and decades later, he makes it universal, as the sign of greeting on his planet (Vulcan), and the phrase, “Live long and prosper,” of greeting on his planet (Vulcan), and the phrase, “Live long and prosper.” Leonard Nimoy died in 2015, at the age of 83.

The young Jewish boy had followed a dream, and succeeded beyond anything his immigrant parents could have imagined even in their wildest dreams.


In recognition of its 50th anniversary, there is a new film out and a new television series will premiere in January.


He happens to have an 8-year-old brother, Skull, who so far, has read the title story. “It’s a good story,” he pronounced. Mendel said he found the stories interesting, and that some are kind of strange, or unusual, “but in a good way.” He also said he likes the book’s colorful, padded cover.

The kids were already familiar with stories like this from an audio CD by “Uncle Yossi”, Rabbi Yossi Goldfarb, father of the book’s author.
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